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proud supplierof informationtechnologyto the Olympics,philosophyis
proud supplierof argument,reason,or ethicsto other disciplines-rather
than being entitledto anythingof its own to think about.

Truth and DeleuzianGenesisas
Heideggerian
Differential'Grounds'of Philosophy:Miguelde
Beistegui's Truth and Genesis:Philosophy as
Differential Ontology
D A V I DM O R R I S
"Time was when metaphysicswas entitled the Queen of all the
sciences....Now, however, the changedfashion of the time brings her
only scom; a matron outcastand forsaken,she moums like Hecuba...."'
So writes Kant in the l78l Critique of Pure Reason,in which he seeksto
restore the Queen. But as Miguel de Beistegui writes in Truth and
Genesis; Philosophy as Dffirential
Ontologf, in 2004,"Much of
philosophy today seems like a great lady fallen into destitution,rvho
knocksat every door, and especiallythat ofthe sciences,beggingthem to
give her some function, some task to keep her busy, however modestit
may be; for that is better than disappearingaltogether."(335) For Kant,
"the pre-eminentimportanceof her acceptedtasks" makes philosophy,
even whilst scorned,at least deservingof her own title, but now, de
Beistegui remarks with alarm, philosophy has lost even that, it is
philosopltyo/art, science,economicsor ethics-it seekstitle from other
disciplines.To adopt a mere acid tone than de Beistegui's,eavesdroppers
on some philosophy department meetings today (at least in North
America) might be forgiven for thinking that, in the way that IBM is
Kant,Critiqueof PureReason,
I Inrnranuel
trans.by NormanKempSmith(London:
p.A viii.
Education,
Irlacmillan
1987),
2 lrliguel de Beistegui,Truth and Genesis:Philosophyas Dffirential Ontologlt
(Bloomington,
IN: Indiana
University
Press,
2004).

The questionof Truth and Genesisis whetherinsteadof a philosophy
o/ this or that there is still "the possibility thar philosophy be of
everything." Clearly this is a central and critical question for us. The
book's ambition is to show that philosophy can be of everythingby
becomingan ontology undreamtof in any other thinking. But philosophy
can do so "only by twisting free of the classical and dominant
interpretation of ontology," (336, emphasis mine) which dominant
ontology, for de Beistegui,is an "ousiology'"that reducesbeing to the
sort of presence(ousia/parousra)found in an object or subject that is
complete and has a self-identical essencethat can therefore be represented.

Why is it that philosophycan be philosophyonly by twisting free of
ousiology, of the philosophy of essences?Kant restoredhis Queen by
discovering transcendentalsubjectivity as the special preserve of
philosophy.But oncetranscendental
subjectivityis presentedas an object
of study, it is but a few stepsfrom turning into an empiricalpsychology
and cognitive science,from our situation, in which a natural scienceof
subjectivity claims to ground epistemologyand even ethics,and all that
is left to philosophy is analysingthe dregs of scientific claims.3In fact,
Truth and Genesisas a whole would imply that so long as ontology seeks
its ground in somethingpresent,in essences,
so long is philosophyopen
to having its ground becomethe object of anotherdiscipline,so long is
philosophy open to having no title to philosophy. In "Violence and
Metaphysics" Denida asks whether it is possible to feign speakinga
languagea,
and in a way de Beisteguiis remarkingthat philosophycannot
To be sure,Husserl'sattackon psychologism
and Heidegger's
existentialanalytic
ofDasein wrest a new preservefor philosophy,but thesetoo are incorporatedinto
science, as witnessedby the current question of naturalizing phenomenology,
which would seekthe neuralconelatesof Husserliantemporalityand so on. See
Naturalizing Phenomenologt: lssues in Contemporary Phenonrenolog,,ond
Cognitive Science,ed. by JeanPetitot, and others,(Stanford:StanfordUniversity
Press, 1999) and The Cambridge Componion to Merleau-Ponty, ed. by Taylor
CarmanandMark B. N. Hansen,(Cambridge:CambridgeUniversityPress,2005).
JacquesDenida, 'Violence and Metaphysics:An Essay on the Thought of
EmmanuelLevinas',trans.by Alan Bass,in lltritirrgand Difference,vols (Chicago:
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feign speakingof the objectsof scienceas suchwithout in fact speaking
in a rvay that convertsphilosophy to science.And so Truth and Genesis
does not seek to restore philosophy to its traditional throne, for this
rvould amount to speaking of an essentialismthat would let other
disciplinesclaim title over philosophy.For philosophyto have its own
title it must becomea differential ontology,a philosophyof a ground that
cannotbe presentedor represented.Truth and Genesispresentstwo such
philosophies:Heidegger'sphilosophy of ground as Abgrund, as abyss;
and Deleuze's transcendentalempiricism as grounded in the "dark
precursor."I provisionally call thesephilosophiesofthe ab-ground'
My main focus here is ab-ground. This is because the central
contributionof Truth and Genesison its largestscaleis its indicationthat
ab-ground is vital to philosophy and its positioning of Deleuze and
'two' 'sides' of a philosophy
Ileidegger (of the Beitrcigeand beyond)as
of ab-ground.Heideggeriantruth, aletheia,disclosesab-groundthrough
wlrat de Beistegui calls the epiphanic and poematic (16), through
phenomenology pushed past its limit, whereas Deleuzian genesis
virtualises the ab-ground through what de Beistegui calls the
mathematicaland genetic(16), through scienceand the empiricalpushed
past their limit in a transcendentalempiricism.Put otherwise,Heidegger
revealsthe differential senseof being as it is for-us and Deleuzereveals
this senseas it is in-itselF-the tbr-us and in-itself distinction is one
drawn by de Beistegui (cf. 26, 339). What is remarkableis that de
Beistegui'sphilosophicalproject is capaciousand ambitiousenoughto
ellcompassboth these philosophies,rvhich are often positioned as at
odds. Indeed in l.ristreatmentthesetwo philosophiessomewhatoverlap'
For de Beistegui,Heidegger'sphilosophyrvill alwayshave beerrrooted
in phenomenology,in a humanistic perspective,even if it tums away
frorn the human or Dasein to the grounderof the abyss;nonetheless,in
tuming to the ab-ground,it addressesa sense of being central to
And, on the other
anti-phenomenology.
Deleuze'santi-anthropological
the
human to a prefronr
side, Deleuzian philosophy, as tuming away
the ontology
creating
thereby
as
pre-individual
transcendental,
personal,
that would characterisecontemporaryscience,is a philosophy in which
"the ontological difference is to be understoodas genesis,and not as
empiricisrnopens
truth" (22), rvhich meansthat Deleuze'stranscendental
UniversityofChicagoPress,1978),pp.79-153(p. 89).
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up Heideggerianontologicaldifferencein a new light. To this extent de
Beistegui tantalisingly hints at something like a rapprochementor
'continental' philosophy,
overlap between two major routes/rootsof
betweena philosophythat radicalisessubjectivityby way of a radicalised
Husserlianphenomenologyand a philosophythat would rathergo in the
other direction, to the impersonal of matter and time, by rvay of a
Bergsonianintuition.
Yet here a deepquestionarises,because,as de Beisteguiwrites in his
conclusion,"There is no synthesis,no third moment that brings the two
sides of being together. Nor is there something like an order of
grounding and derivationbetweenthem." (338) This should not surprise
us: in a philosophyof the ab-groundthere would be no ground holding
together being in-itself and being for-itself. Nor rvould there be a
philosophyand mathematical-genetic
synthesisof an epiphanic-poematic
philosophy, or a ground uniffing the human and the scientific, the arts
and nature.Strictly speaking,in a philosophyofthe ab-groundrve cannot
even feign speaking of 'two' 'sides' of being or philosophy, for
'twoness'sor 'sidedness'would already draw differencesto a unifying
ground; perhapswe should not even feign speakingof an in-itself and a
for-itself, for we would thus feign a ground in a common 'itselfl. And
yet: de Beistegui'sbook of the ab-grounddoesjoin thesedifferencesin
its title-and doesso in the name of difference.Indeed.in a book rvhose
very end will not synthesiseits elements,what is most enigmaticis the
"and" that conjoinstruth and genesisat its very beginning,in the book's
very title and cover.
What I would now like to pursue is the concept of ab-ground,by
taking up smaller scale results.Here I study de Beistegui'sDeleuze,
rather than his Heidegger,becauseit is in the discussionof genesis,in
giving us the natural and mathematical science to make sense of
Deleuze'sontology, that Truth and Genesisis most exciting.This part of
the book standsas a moreradicallyontologicalcomplementto Delanda's
reconstructionof Deleuzein IntensiveScienceand Virtual Philosoohv.^
5 Cf. Luce lrigaray, I Love to You: Sketchfor a Felicity ll'ithin Llisrorl'. trans. by
Alison Martin Q.Jerv
York: Routledge,1996).
6 Manuel Delanda,IntensiveScienceand Virtual Philosophy(London:Continuum,
2002).
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By situatingDeleuze'sencounterwith sciencetvithin a generalproblem
about philosophy, traditional metaphysicsand science, de Beistegui
contributes not just to Deleuze scholarship,but also to continental
philosophyof science.(De Beisteguialso draws in figures not canvassed
by Delanda. Especially intriguing is De Beistegui's illuminating
treatrnentof Simondon.)Most important,what I have called ab-ground
comes into sharperfocus through Deleuze than through de Beistegui's
accountof Heidegger.But beforegoing to Deleuzeit must be noted that
De Beistegui'scareful reading of Heideggerimportantly contributesto
the scholarship by giving a nuanced interpretation of the contrast
betrveenthe central themes of Heidegger's Being and Time and his
Beitriige, especially around the theme of Dasein, and then using this
contrast to connect the Beitriige and the later work, especially on the
fourfold (Geviert).But, as John Sallis points out there is a way in which
the Beitrc)ge remains untranslatable---€venin German.?This is one
reasonwhy, perhaps,de Beisteguitums to Deleuze.Indeed,if I am not
mistaken,in de Beistegui'sbook thereis somedespairabout Heidegger's
mode,to neglect
tendencyto rvork exclusivelyin the epiphanic-poematic
scienceand disclosedifferenceonly throughthe for-itselt, rvhich is why
encounterwith scienceis important,for
Deleuze'smathematico-genetic
to
be understoodas genesis,and not as
difference
"is
in it ontological
truth" (22). Genesis is thus perhaps an escape from Heideggerian
ctletheia.
My procedure in what follows is to redynthesisede Beistegui's
Deleuze in a tour of one of his key results and its implications. De
Beistegui's book is about inherently difficult philosophical topicsontology and difference-and inherently ditficult authors-Heidegger,
Deleuze,Hegel, Aristotle. Ratherthan trying to captureall the detail and
nuanceof Truth and Genesis,my concernhere is to first of all make a
key result accessibleso as to lead us back to ab-groundand the large
scaleproblernof relationbetweentruth and genesis.
To soap bubbles and salt crystals,then, examplesthat de Beistegui
develops from Delanda. In its simplest incarnation the soap bubble
'Grounders
of the Abyss',in Companionto Heidegger'sContributions
7 JolurSallis,
to Philosophy,ed. by CharlesE. Scoft, vols (Bloomington:IndianaUniversity
P r e s s2, 0 0 1 )p, p . l 8 l - 1 9 7 .
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appears approximate to a spherical surface, and the salt crystal
approximateto a cube. Spheresand cubes are very basic geometrical
shapes,well studied since the beginningsof geometry,which coincide
rvith the beginnings of philosophy. Geometrically,we can define the
sphericalsurfaceas the locus of all points equidistantfrom a point, and
we can define the cube as a solid figure that has six squarefaces.This
definition of the cube is notably and remarkablyelegant;it doesnot need
to specifuthat the squaresbe ofequal size or meet at right angles,for six
squaresfaces can combine in a solid figure only if they meet these
criteria. These definitions exempli$ essentialistthinking as aiming to
penetratebeyond instancesof spheresand cubes to a compact set of
underlying characteristicsthat identi$, what is universallyessential,one
and the same,in all possible instancesof spheresand cubes,such that
spheresare differentthan cubesand so on.
When we look at sphericaland cuboidalnaturalobjects,rve have been
inclined to prolong this essentialistparadigm.Becausea bubble looks
spherical, we conclude it must have been brought into being by
something,an idea, program,generativefunction, call it what you will,
that specifies the bubble's form in terms of rvhat rve take to be
geometricallyessentialto spheres;the essenceof a sphereis reflectedin
the bubble'sshapeand in tum the essenceof the bubbleis specitiedas
reflecting its sphericalshape.The shapeof the soapbubble,for example,
is thought to be a function of equidistanceof parts from a central point.
Similarly with the cubic crystal. Five consequencesfollow. First, the
sphericity of the soap bubble resemblessomethingalready specified in
its essence.It resemblesits essencein the sensethat it reflects or representsin a different way somethingalready fully present,at least in
specification, in the bubble's essence,in the way that, in Aristotle's
hylemorphism, the form of the mature plant resemblesa form internal to
the seedand the plant therebyalso resernblesthe form of its parent and
the eternal form of its species.Second,to the extent that the spherical
soap bubble resemblesan essencethat foretells sphericity, the bubble
therefore does not resemblethe cuboid crystal; the difierence between
the bubble and the crystal is not held in common by these individual
things themselves,but rather goes back to essencesthat rvould already
speci$ and organise the differencesbetween the bubble and crystal.
Third, and relatedly,in thinking this rvay we are thinking about a rvorld
of no surprises,what Merleau-Ponryrvould call a ready-madervorld. If
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the function for bubble generationspecifiesthat moleculesof soap-film
be moved so as to be equidistantfrom a point, it is no surprisethat the
soap bubble turns out to be spherical. Fourth, to draw on a related
Bergsoniancriticism, we are thinking about a world in which time makes
no real difference,since the spherical shape of the bubble is already
foretold in its essence.Fifth, and here again this echoesBergson,we are
thinking in a way notably governedby an anthropocentricpoint of view.
Spheresand cubes catch our eye, hand and craft, and thereby become
central to our geometry and are defined therein in terms of a human
logos that compactly captures,in an atemporal formula, what first strikes
the eye and what is centralto manufacture:regularitiesof shape.We then
reconstructsphericalbubblesand cubic crystalsin light of this geometry
-as if natureworks alonq the lines of the humanhand.eye and mind.
Now, contemporaryscience tells us that the world is rather more
surprising,and here is where I begin resynthesisingde Beistegui. The
soap bubble and the crystal hold somethingin corrunon:in both cases,
the physical shapeof the system arisesfrom the processof minimising
free energy;in the soap bubble,it is surfacetensionthat is minimised,in
the salt crystal, it is bonding energy. In the technical language of
dynamic systems,in both casesthe systemsmay at first occupy a wide
variety of positionsand trajectoriesin the statespacethat describesthe
possible configurations and energies of the system; but then they
converget on a position or recurrent trajectory in which free energy
reachesa minimum. This convergentposition or recurrenttrajectory is
characterisedby a topological form in the system'sstatespace,and this
is what Deleuze, according to de Beistegui and Delanda, calls a
singularity. Thus, as de Beistegui notes, Deleuze can say that
"singularities are like "implicit forms that are topological, rather than
geometric"." (259-261) That is, the geometrical form of the bubble or
crystal as the physicist might put it, "falls out" of the system's
convergenceon a topological form in state space; the geometrical form,
as the physicistssay, "comes for free," in the way that, as StephenJay
Gould observes, the architectural constraints of building a square
building with a domed top happen to give you, "for free," spandrels,
triangularnichesconvenientfor displayingstatues.Geometricalform is a
8 De Beisteguispeaksof systemsconstrained"to seek" a point of minimal free
energy;the point about constraintseemsright, but it seemswrong to speakof
"seeking"in this context.
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spandrel of the system's dynamic topology. Crucially, then, what
conditionsthe geometricalform of bubblesand crystalsis not at all
anything geometrical(to use a Heideggerianphrasing adopted by de
Beistegui).

This reversesthe five consequences
ofessentialistthinking. First, and
most important, the sphericity of the soap bubble does n6t resemble
anything specified in its condition. As de Beistegui emphasises,
singularitiesas "implicit [dynamic-topological]forms" specify long-term
tendenciesof systemsand so singularities"tend to be recunent."(210) A
lot is packedinto this inferencefrom tendenciesto recurrence;lei me try
to unpack it by way of contrastwith Aristotelian form. Aristotelianform
is inseparablefrom the end(telos) ofproducing one sort ofsubstancevs.
another:in virtue ofits formal cause,a plant reproducesanotherplant of
the samespecies;this reproductionof form is the final causeof the plant,
because in reproducing
^its species, a mortal individual plant
approximatesto the etemal.eFormal causeis thus also inseparablefrom
the material cause in which substantialcompoundssuch as plants are
realised:the form of a plant can only be worked out in the germ-material
of a plant, not in the matter of an animal. In contrast,becauselong-term
tendencieshave no specific end and are conelatively freed from iies to
specific material systems,the long-term tendency of minimising free
energy can, e.g.' recur in very different systemssuch as the bubble and
the crystal. This means that these tendencies"tend to characterise
processes independently of their particular physicat mechanisms.
frhe
tendencies]accountfor [the physical mechanisms],while being not-hing
like them: the "condition" of the sphericity of the soap bubble
[energy
minimisation] is itself nothing spherical." And so i'the geometrical
properties of the object" are "the effect of a processthat in no way
resembles the geometrical shape of the object. There is a radical
heterogeneitybetween the two [between the apparentform and what
conditions it)." (260, emphasesin original) This radical heterogeneityis
key. It overtums the logic in which the essenceof somethingreflects or
resernblesthat thing. In addition to clarifying what Deleuze means by
singularities,de Beisteguithus clarifiesthe Deleuzianlogic of expression
or sense,in which as Len Lawlor puts it, "'the expressed'doesnot exist

9 Cf.Onthe SoulIl.4,4l5a23-415b8,
Generationof
AnimalsIl.l.73lb25-732a10
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outside of the expressionand yet bears no resemblanceto it'"ro (De
The
Beisteguidoes not himself emphasisethe therneof expression.rr)
tendencyexpressedin the bubble or crystal does not exist outsideof
bubbles or crystals as expressingthat tendency,and yet that tendency
does not resemblethat wherein we find it expressed.De Beistegui also
in soapbubbles,
clarihesvirtualmultiplicities,for a singularityexpressed
crystalsand rnultiple other things, has a multiplicity not alreadydefined
This multiplicityis virtual becauseithas no
in advanceof its expression.
the
actuality
that expressesit, and becausewhat it
reality outside of
expressesis a power (virtus) of singulariry.
In essentialistthinking the
Let us rnoveon to the secondconsequence.
bubble and the crystaleachresemblea very different essence,and so they
rvould in themselveshold nothing in common except for differences
Surprisingly,we have now
alreadyspecifiedin their respectiveessences.
found out that soap bubblesand crystalsdo have somethingin common,
namely, the singularity they express,but what they have in common,
paradoxically,is their being very different expressionsof a singulariry
that neither resernbles.De Beistegui'streatmentshows that this is what
Deleuzemeansby differenceas the univocity of being: the differencesof
things are freed from having to resemblea ground already containing
their differences;rather,eachthing locally expressesits own difference,
yet, paradoxically,what eachsuchdifferenceexpressesis being. Imagine
all thejazz musiciansof the world eachat once playing their own version
of My Favourite Things;they are univocally voicing one tune, but eachis
doing so differently, and there is nothing in My Favourite Things itself
that would prespecifytheir differences.The univocity of being is more
radical: all things 'sing' being in the one voice of being-but only by
each 'singing' differencesin a way that is not anticipatedin being. From
a universalthat is one and the sarne,we have moved to a univocity that is
one and different. De Beistegui'sstudy of the univocity of being across
his book carefully tracesthis themeback to Scotisticroots, and so stands
as a complementto, and critique of, Badiou's Deleuze: The Clamor of
Being.tz
Expressionismin Deleuzeand
l0Leonard Lawlor, 'The End of Phenomenology:
Continental
Philosophy
Review,3l(1998),15-34,p. 17.
Nlerleau-Ponty'.
it in
I I Except for a footnoteon the problemof expressionas Deleuzeaddresses
S p i n o z an ,. 4 5 ,p . 3 6 1 .
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The third consequenceis that we live in a world of surprises.It is
surprisingthat a singularity of energy minimisation turns out to express
things as different as spherical bubbles and cubical crystals.Darwin
writes: "[Iow inexplicableis the similar patternof the handof a man, the
foot of a dog, the rving of a bat, the flipper of a seal,on the doctrine of
independentacts of creation! how simply explainedon the principle of
the natural selection of successiveslight variations in the diverging
descendantsfrom a single progenitorl"rr Darwin finds limb homology
surprising unless it is grounded in divergences rvithin a common
evolutionaryheritage.But contemporarysciencetells us somethingeven
more surprising, and to explain this I add a scientific source not
canvassedby de Beistegui,Brian Goodwin's accountof morphogenesis,
the genesisof living form, in his book How the Leopard Changed lts
SpotslaCentral to Goodwin's study are the problem of limb homology
and the botanicalproblem of phyllotaxis, namely, why in higher plants
there are three and just three possiblebasic pattemsof arrangingleaves
on a plant stem.r5Goodwin persuasivelyshowsthat leaf patterningis not
a result of genetic program, a program that would, via its formalism,
resemble the pattern that it specifies. Indeed Goodwin's book is an
extendedattackon this sort of geneticessentialism.Instead,pattemingis
an effect of tensionsthat arise when a multicellular organismsuch as a
plant grows. A plant grows only by increasingthe numberof cells in its
tips and in the skin of its tip, and this createstensionsin which cells in
the tip and skin push against one another, and materials crucial for
l2Alain Badiou, Deleuze: The Clamor of Being, trans. by Louise Burchill
(Minneapolis:Universityof MinnesotaPress,2000).
l3 CharlesDarwin, The Variationof Animals and Plants (JnderDomestication,2vols
(Baltimore:The JohnsHopkinsUniversityPress,1998),l, p. 12.
14Brian Goodwin, How the LeopardChangedIts Spots:TheEvolutionof Complexiry
(Princeton:PrincetonUniversityPress,2001).
15The threepatternsare:distichous,as in grass,wherea leafat one sideofthe stem
altemateswith a leaf on the otherside higherup the stem;decussate,
in which a
whorl of two or more leavesat one node in the stem is followed by a whorl with
the samenumberofleaves at the next node,but rotatedso that the leavesin the one
node cover the gaps in the other node; spiral, in tvhich successiveleaveson the
stemare locatedat a fixed angleofrotation relative to the previousone.(Goodrvin,
How the Leopard ChangedIts Spots:TheEvolution of Complexity, pp. I l7-l l8).
botany
Interestin this problemgoesback to Goethe'sspeculative-philosophical
(Translatedas an appendixin Adolf Portmannand fuchard B. Carter,Essaysin
philosophical zoologt by Adolf Portmann : the living form and the seeing eye'
Problemsin contemporary
philosophy.v. 20 (Lewiston:E. N'lellenPress,I990))'
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growth flow throughthe tip; like the vibrationsin a disturbeddrum heac,
these tensions dynarnically pattem themselvesinto nodal points from
which leavesthence bud in their characteristicpatterns.What is even
rnore remarkable is that a similar dynamic process is at rvork in
generating bone structure in animal limbs' Like the bubbie and the
crystal, the arrangementof leaves in different plants, and of bones in
different animal hands,feet, rvings,and flippers, have a common ground
in a singularitythat does not at all resemblewhat it grounds' We are far
from the usual interpretationof the modem evolutionarysynthesishere,
in the sense that different and homologous morphologies are not
groundedin purely genetic pattems that diverge th-roughpurely genetic
inheritanceand variation,but in divergentactualisationsof a singularity'
I rvould like to
in a ground that does not resemblewhat it grounds.r6
remark here that if the key move of modem philosophy and science,
exemplified by Descartes, Nell'ton and the modem evolutionary
in light of
synthesis,is eliminatingAristotelianformaland final causes,rT
de Beistegui'sbook it seemsto me that the key move of a Deleuzian
philosophy is to reintroduce forntal causesrt-rvith this crucial
difference,that fonnal and materictl cause no longer have a conmon
identiQ andformal causeis decoupledfrom predeterminedfinal causes.
Formal causes are implicit, virtual and transcendental,no Ionger
resemblingthe actual and empirical differentiathat they ground. For
from plantmaterial-but norv
Aristotle,the form of a plant is inseparable
in plants,handsand
are
actualised
virtual
that
fonns
rve surprisinglyfind
other things.As de Beisteguimight put it, modernsciencewould be a
of thingsthat happento go together,not a science
scienceof accidents,
of essences.ln
l6Such a singulariry-rvould count as an "epigenetic"factor in the organism's
evolution.For a philosophicaland theoreticalperspectiveon the ways that, in
recent biology, aspectsof organismsother than the geneticare coming to be
understoodas havinga role in evolution,seeEva Jablonkaand N{arionJ Lamb'
Genetic,Epigenetic,Behavioral'and S|mbolic
Evolutionin Four Dimension.s:
Variationin the History of Life, Life and mind (Cambridge,N{ass.:lvllT Press,
2005). chapter4 in particulardetailssorneof the ways in which inheritanceof
epigeneticdynamicpatternscanbe a dimensionofevolution.
by overtuming
lTWhich rvouldlet science,as de Beisteguiclaims,end metaphysics
traditionalend.
thataremetaphysic's
the essences
lSAt numerouspoints in the book, especiallythe beginning,de Beisteguisuggests
that modernsciencecan be read as a returnto Aristotle(cf. e'g., p. 19) but this
therrrcis not hroughtto completion.
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The fourth consequenceis that rve obviously live in a world in which
time makes a difference. If genetic p.ogru*t determinedmorphology
then an omniscientscientistcould infer from geneticsto the shapeof the
organism,or simulatemorphogenesisin a program that would not have
to take into accountthe real time of growth. But this cannotbe the case;
if chemical and physical processesproceededat a different rate, then
plants and limbs, indeedcrystalsand bubbles,would be different.Time
is ingredient in form, which is rvhy de Beistegui can call Deleuze's
philosophy an onto-hetero-genesis,
an ontology in which difference is
inherentlygenetic,and why he speaksof current scienceas a scienceof
events-leaf pattem is an event,not an imitation or representationof an
essentialform. Formal causeis not to be identified rvith materialcauseor
even final causeas a temporaldimension;formal causeis rathertemporal
differentiation,it is creativecause.(Indeed,the points I have coveredso
far about singularity mostly pertain to differentiation, the differential
determinationof the virtual itself, but perhapsthe most importantchapter
of Truth and Genesis is "Smooth Space and Volcanic Time" which
pertainsto differenciationand the processwherein the virtual actualises
itself in differences;what is important about this chapteris the rvay it
talks about everyday space and time as events that result from
differenciation.)
The fifth consequenceis that this account obviously takes us away
from anthropocentricthinking. We are no longer telling nature how to
think, no longer thinking that nature thinks as we do, that nature
constructsbubbles so as to distribute matter according to our essential
definition of a sphere.We are no longer thinking that nature constructs
itself accordingto our idea of it, accordingto the way it looks to us, to
play on a senseof looking in the Greekword eidos.Indeed,de Beistegui
very helpfullyclarifiesDeleuze'sconceptofan Idea by first ofall saying
(to put it roughly)that the sort of virtual multiplicity actualisedin the
arrangementof the plant or hand is its ldea-an idea that is different than
l 9 D e B e i s t e g u is p e a k so f a " s c i e n c eo f a c c i d e n t s " o n p . 4 5 o f h i s b o o k . i n t h e c o n t e x t
of his discussion of Aristotle; the point there is that there can be no science of
accidents in Aristotle. onll of essences. With modern science, the situation
reverses. For a physicist's argument that suggests that somcthing accidental and
historical is needed even in cosmology, see Lee Smolin. The Li[a of the C'osmos
f N e r v Y o r k : O x f o r d U n i v e r s i w P r e s s .1 9 9 7 ) .
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the traditional idea becauseit does not speci$r a clear endpoint toward
which it actually unfolds (259). Second,he shows us how Deleuze's
usage of ldea stems from Kant by reminding us that "Ideas for Kant
designatefirst and foremostproblems,"that is, for Kant the Ideasof god,
soul and the world do not have a clear endpoint becausethey precisely
designate problems that reason resolves in multiple incompatible
directions.But, as de Beistegui says,"for Deleuze,it is not reasonas a
hurnanfaculty that is the site of ldea, but the real itself: the problematic,
or the ldeal, is a dimensionof being itself." (248) Ratherthan a natureor
being that constructsitself according to the way it looks to us, as in
Plato, or accordingto the forms which we see in it, as in Aristotle, we
have a natureor being with its orvnldea, its own way of thinking, its own
probleurs.
Put together,these five points elucidatewhat I have called the abground. Insteadof a ground that reflects or resembleswhat it grounds,
ground is radically heterogeneous
with what it groundsyet is nonetheless
expressedin what it grounds.Insteadofa ground that, qua being ground
of everything, already classifies all possible differences, ground is
univocally expressedin the differencesofbeings in sucha way that these
differences cannot be reduced to or anticipated in being as ground.
Insteadof a ground that would alreadyencompassall differencefor all
time, ground is nothing without its time of differenciation.Insteadof a
ground that reflectshuman thinking about the world, ground transcends
huuran thinking. Instead of a ground that would therefore ensure no
surprises,that would alreadygive a sufficient reasonfor everythingthat
makeshuman sense,this is a groundof surprisesin which the reasonsfor
things make their own sense. What human would have thought the
sufficient reasons for roses and hands have something in common?
(Well, maybe Goetheor Hegel.) This is a ground that pulls the rug out
from underus in surprisingways.The ground here is not at all solid, it is
ab-ground,an abyss,what groundsthings is alreadyin itself a sourceof
rvonder,a kind of thinking or problemin being that exceedsitself in the
way that the Kantian Idea exceedsitself. How does this ab-groundtwist
free of turning into an object of science, how does a Deleuzian
philosophy of ab-ground twist free of being a mere philosophy o/
science?De Beistegui'sansweris that sciencediscoversthis sort of abground in relationto actual,empiricalresults,but Deleuze'sphilosophy
tracestheseresultsto their transcendental
condition.and this requires
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conceptcreation.In de Beistegui's words, scienceis interestedin how
the virtual is actualisedin phenomena,but Deleuzemovesin the opposite
direction,from actualisedphenomenato their virtual, and in this way he
finds a new transcendental,a noumenonechoedand repeatedin every
phenomenon,a noumenonreal only in the phenomenon,but a noumenon
that is nothing like and exceedsthe phenomenon(277). De Beistegui's
nuancedreadingof the transcendentalin transcendental
empiricismthus
addssomethingnew to the usual emphasison immanencein Deletrze.
I would now like to turn back to the large scaleproblem of Truth and
Genesis,the problem of conjoining its two sides, namely differential
being in-itself conceived as genesis and differential being for-us
conceivedas aletheia.The problem, you will recall, is that de Beistegui
insiststhatthere can be no synthesisof thesetwo sidesof being, and this
implies there can be no synthesis of a Heideggerian styled
phenomenologicaldifferential ontology rvith a Deleuzian styled antiphenomenologicaldifferential ontology. And yet, should they not have
someab-groundtoo? Are they not univocal?
A neatsolutionrnaybe to call this a Deleuzianconjunctivesynthesis.
But the connectionsde Beistegui draws between Kant and Deleuze
prompt a different, surprising way into this question-through German
idealism.After all, Deleuze'sLogic of Senseis clearly meantto pull the
ground out from underHegel's ScienceofLogic, and de Beistegui'sbook
is remarkableamongstbooks on Deleuzefor its extensivetreatmentof
Hegel'sZogic.Norv Deleuze'sreadingof Hegelis shapedby Hyppolite's
Logic and Existence,and in his review of that book, Deleuzer.vritesthat
"Kant indeed raiseshimself up to the syntheticidentity of subject and
object,but the object is merely an objectrelativeto the subject:this very
identity is the synthesisof imagination;it is not positedin being."2oWhat
Deleuzefinds extraordinaryis that Hegel'slogic doesjust that-posits
the syntheticidentity in being. Kant's systemcould not immediately
reconcile subject and object, becausethere is no intellectual intuition;
they can be reconciled only by way of imagination as a subjective
faculty. Deleuze's book Kant's Critical Philosophy is fascinatedrvith
imaginationacrossKant's three critiques.I would put it this way: rvhatis
2OJeanHyppolite, Logic and Existence,trans. by Leonard Lawlor and Amit Sen
(Albany:StateUniversityof New York Press,1997),p. 192.
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fascinating is that the imagination precisely exceedswhat is already
present,rvhatcould be determineda priori, and this facultativeexcessis
necessaryto Kant's system.Imaginationthus underminesthe philosophy
of presence-which is why Heidegger detects a metaphysicsof the
retrieval of ground in the Kantian imagination.2rSo, on the one hand,
Hegel's logic posits an excessivefaculty of this sort, not in the subject,
but in being as becoming.And this is why Hyppolite's Hegel inspires
Deleuzeto call his book a Logic of Sense,for Hegel providesa model for
detectingthe categoriesof being, the thought of being, in the surfaceof
being itself, in sense,not merely in the subject.For better or for worse,
this locatesDeleuzeas repeating(in the Deleuziansense)the tradition of
German Idealism, namely repeating the problem of finding the
intellectualintuition that would put subjectand object in one plane.But
Deleuze seeks this through a Bergsonian intuition22 of intensive
differencesand so, on the other hand, for Deleuze,as for de Beistegui,
Hegel's logic fails, for it merely pushes difference to contradiction,
rather than freeing difference to be intuited in a creative, Deleuzian
univocity of being.Hegeliansenseis, for Deleuze,and thosewho take up
Deleuze'sHegel,all too determinate.
Two observations.First, it seems to me that what is common to
Heidegger'sand Deleuze'sphilosophyof the ab-groundis that they are
both trying to locate the Kantian excessof imagination in being. When
de Beisteguiwrites that "Heideggerrevealshow anything like an object,
and like thought itsell is itself a function of a peculiar, forever
reinscribed event" (156), I cannot help but think that this peculiar
reinscriptionis akin to the function of imagination-now disclosedas a
function of being. And rvhen de Beistegui writes that for Deleuze the
virtual multiplicity that we find in the genesisof an embryo is to be
understoodas an Idea, but an Idea sited not in humanunderstanding,but
in the real, an ldea that as noumenonwould exceedthe phenornenon,
2l MartinHeidegger,
Kantqnd theProblemof Metaphysics,
trans.by RichardTaft,
Studiesin Continental
thought,5thedn(Bloomington:
IndianaUniversity
Press,
t997).
22Ona relationbetrveen
Kantianintellectual
intuitionandBergsonian
intuition,see
'Bergson
NathanRotenstreich,
andtheTransformation
of theNotionof Intuition',
Journalof theHistory<tfPhilosophy,
10(1972),335-346;
alsoseeDavidN{onis,
'llergsonianIntuition,Husse
rlian Variation,PeirseianAbduction:Towarda
RelationBetrveen
Nlethod,Sense
andNature',Southern
Journalof Philosophy,
43
-298.
(2005),267
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againI cannothelp but think that the Kantianexcessof imaginationis
here conceivedas the porverof the virtual. This excessrnight also be
what Deleuzefinds in Bergsonianmemory abovematter.Could it be that
in a differential ontology of aletheia and genesis,being is not merely
becomingbut imagination?
Second,it seemsto me that both Deleuzeand
de Beistegui underestimateHegel by not venturing far enough into his
logic. For Hegel, the logic of actualityas the real ground of what appears
is such that contingencyis necessaryand necessitycontingent,rvhich
means that differencesare not merely pushed to contradictionbut are
freed in a ground that does not resemblewhat it groundszr,where we
even find Hegel abandoningthe logic of ground altogether,2a
no longer
seeking foundations of actuality in something else, even if that
somethingelse would be for Heideggeran ab-groundor for Deleuzea
virtual. This is really rvhere a sense or concept immanent in being
becomesan issue in Hegel's logic, and where we find the plastic Hegel
of an open furureproposedby CatharineMalabou.2s
So perhapstruth and
genesisare two inflectionsof being as imaginationor sense.
But perhapswe need not approachthe issuethrough idealism,for at
many points in his book there is an echo betrveende Beistegui'sDeleuze
and Merleau-Ponty-and de Beistegui remarks on affinities r.vith
Merleau-Pontyat crucial points (cf. 14-20,69-75).Let me put it in terms
of the ab-ground:the points about the ab-ground,especiallythe point
that the ab-ground does not resemblewhat it grounds, but is rather
relatedto it by meansof an expressive,creative,temporalrelation,apply
23 See CatherineMalabou, The Futtre of Hegel: Plasricity, Temporalityand
Dialectic,trans.by LisbethDuring (N{iltonPark, Abingdon,Oxfordshire; Nerv
York: Routledge, 2005), pp.160-164, Stephen Houlgate, 'Necessity and
Contingencyin Hegel's"Scienceof Logic"',The(hcl of Minerva,27 (1995),37-50,
JohnBurbidge,'TheNecessityof Contingency:
An Analysisof the Hegel'sChapter
on "Actualiry"intheScienceof Logic',inSelectedEssays
onG.Il'.F. Hegel,ed.by
LawrenceS. Stepelevich,
vols (New Jersey:HumanitiesPress,1993),pp. 60-73,
Georgedi Ciovanni.'The Categoryof Contingencyin the HegelianLogic', in
Selected Essayson G.llt.F. Hegel, ed. by Lawrence S. Stepelevich,vols (Nerv
Jersey:HumanitiesPress,1993),pp. 4l-59; also see the discussionof Flegelin
David Monis, 'What is Living and 'What is Non-Living in Merleau-Pong"s
Philosophyof MovementandExpression',
ChiasmiInternational,(Forthcoming).
24StephenHoulgate,'Hegel'sCritique of Foundationalismin the "Doctrine of
Essence"',
Bulletinofthe HegelSocietyoJ'GreatBritain,39-40(I999), I8-34.
25 lt{alabou,TheFuture of Hegel: Plasticiry, Temporaliryond Dialectic.
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to the invisible in relation to the visible. Merleau-Ponfy'splrilosophy
has alrvays been a philosophy of the genesis of form. This genetic
elementonly deepensin his philosophyof the visible and the invisible.
What is remarkableabout Merleau-Ponty'sphilosophyin relation to
Truth and Genesis,then,is how his philosophyofa genesisofbeing-initself developsthrough a philosophyof the truth of being-for-us,how his
phenomenologicalstudy of the perceptualintertwining of our being and
other beings eventuatesin a philosophy that seeks the precursor of
perceptionin a pre-personalmovementof being itself'.Here rve should
rememberthat in N{erleau-Ponty'sprospectusof his work,26he saysthat
he will engage in studies of the origin of truth and in studies of
expression.But what eventuatesis the Invisible and the Visible-as if
studying visible expressionand truth necessitates
a study of its invisible,
as if the very logic of the phenomenaleadsto a study of original being.
One might hope that the next topic of de Beistegui'sinvestigationsmight
be Merleau-Pontyas a chiasmatic"and" betweentruth and genesis.
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Response to David Morris
DEBEISTEGUI
MIGUEL
In his review, David Morris seems to be doing three things : a.
identilying a thread that runs through the book, and in which he finds
some value (that of "abground"); b. illustrating, extending and
cornplementingthis thread by focusing on the issue of form and matter
from the perspectiveof non-essentialist
dynamics,and on the exarnpleof
the difficulty of thinking togethertruth
energyminirnisinglc. addressing
and genesisrvith the tools provided in the book, and suggestinga couple
of alternatives.
h.rwhat follorvs.I shallretumto the first and third points.
1.
David Nlonis locatesthe primary value of the book in the move that it
enactsfrom ground to unground,a move accordingto which philosophy
can no longer serve as an activity of grounding and proceed
foundationally.Let me provide some backgroundto this question - a
background that will also emphasisethe relevance and astutenessof
David Nlonis' focus on the meaningof recentdevelopmentsin physics.
In developinga brief interpretationof the questionof ground in relation
to Germanidealism,I also hope to provide a context in which to address
the main question raised in David Monis' review, namely, that of the
natureofthe relationbetrveen"truth" and "senesis".
The questionof ground follows from the metaphysicalsearchfor first
principles and primary causes- itself an effect of the marurerin which
the questionof being is raisedinitially, that is, in terms of a questioning
regarding rvhat is common (the beingness)to everything that is - and
leadsto the twofold principle of identity and permanence.Ground really
translatesthe 'meta' of metaphysics: it designatesthe mannerin which
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movement(and not just locomotion) or becomingis apprehendedon the
basis of something that is itself not of the same kind, sornething
unmoved, in which phusis finds its sufficient reason : a permanent
substance,an essence(this is the senseof ousia as to ti en einai). Let me
also say, in passing,and at the other end of the spectrum,that "truth' and
"genesis" are both translationsof phusis (this meansthat inasmuchas
they attemptto overcomethe issueof ground they are also an attemptto
overcome meta-physics):they both designate the operation through
which somethingcomesinto being and vanishesout of being, they both
testifo to the event of presence.I norv return to the questionof ground,
and the manner in which its search is implicit in the 'meta' of
metaphysics.Chronologically,this happenedthrough the positing of a
prime mover, and a realm of essences,over and beyond that of the
physical, material world. With Aristotle, philosophy posits itself as a
double scienceof being and becoming,of immobility and movement,of
meta-physics and physics. Movement, however, is not yet local
movement (a mechanics),and physics is not yet mathematisednature.
Crucially, this ontology leadsto a position torn betweenthe identity of
essence-substance
and the difference of "accidental" singularities,
between the form to which the logos is as it were naturally attuned, and
matter, the chaotic expressionof a world in motion in which thought
losesits way. Then camethe discoveryof the subjectilrzguaranteeingthe
stability and veracityof the physicalworld in humannatureand thought.
Modern metaphysicsdistinguishes itself from classical, Aristotelian
onto-theologyin that, whilst remainingat bottom a thinking of beingness
as substance,or as substratum,it invents a new conceptof the oasrnlrypokeimenon,and,as a result, a new senseof metaphysics.Beginning
with Descartes,and in the light of the decisivetum within the scienceof
nature, for which "nafure" is written in essentiallygeometricalterms,
substancecomes to be divided betweenmaterial, extendednature, and
thinking nafure. To the twofold senseof the subjectum as designating,
first, a thing in its individualify and concreteness
(a tode ri), as well as in
its quiddity (its ti esti), and, second,the subjectof a proposition,or the
logical subject,modem metaphysicsthus adds a new one, rvhich tums
out to be the most decisive,in that it servesas the ground and foundation
for the other two: the "1", essentiallyinterpretedas an "l think." In doing
so, metaphysicsalso introducesa dualism to which an entire tradition
will remain committed,before attemptingto overcome it. Decisive, in
this new sense,is the way in which the "sub" of the sub-jectum is
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interpretedin terms of ground, of a power of grounding or foundation.
"Thouglrt" comes to be identified with the substratethat lies beneath
materialnature,thus immediatelyframing the latter in terms of its ability
to be thought, and this meansknown, in the sensepresupposedby the
natural sciences.If, as a result, nature becomesob-ject, it is only in the
sense that it stands there op-posed, as something that needs to be
representedand brought out in its ideality and truth by a thinking thing.
Typically, Schelling speaks of the "I" as the Urseyn underlying all
Dasein,as the primal and primordial being underlyingall beings.The "I"
is thus elevatedto the statusof an absoluteprinciple, which is precisely
what Fichte wanted it to be: the unconditionedprinciple that conditions
the edifice of knowledge,the undisputedand unshakablefoundationon
rvhich that edifice is erected,the transcendentalidentity that grounds
even the principle of identity qua logical principle. This, then, is the
sensein which modem philosophy is still meta-physical:not so much in
the sensein which it remainsa theology,a scienceof divine being and
the eternalmotion of celestialbodies,but in the sensein which its object
(the "l" or the subject)is the sort ofthing that is presupposedby the very
science of nature itself. When the "I" comes to be posited as
transcendental,
as the transcendental
unity of apperception,as in Kant or
Fichte, the transcendentalcomes to occupy the place that rvas once
accorded to transcendence.Meta-physicsbecomesthe science of the
fundamental structures of the I think as providing the key to the
conditionsof possibility of experienceand knowledgein general.Insofar
as the primary object of philosophy becomeshuman nature as thinking
substance,philosophy takes on a reflexive form: thought is thought
directed back upon itself as constitutingthe very foundation of the real
itself.
From the point ol view of the ontological problematicwith which I
am concernedhere, the period in the history of philosophy ordinarily
referredto as GernranIdealism amountsto a decisiveturn, one, I might
add, rvhichis realisedto the full in Hegel'sspeculativephilosophy,and
in the Logic in particular. Yet this tum was alreadyunderway in Fichte
and Schelling,and can perhapsbestbe summarisedin the following way:
if the essentialconnectionbetrveenbeing and self-identityis indeed
reinstated,if beingnessas such is evaluated on the basis of a
reinterpretationof the Aristoteliankath'auto, and thus still caughtwithin
the logic of substance,
it is no longersimply opposedto non-beingor to
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non-identity (or difference), as to an other, in what amountedto an
ineducible tensionor an unbridgeableontologicalgap. Rather- and this
is where the decisive shift takes place - it is indeed op-posedto nonidentity, but preciselyas to i/s other, and this in such a way that thrs
otherness,or this difference,becomesthe condition of its own positing.
Identity (and by that we need to understandthe identity of being and
identity, or, as Leibniz put it, of esse and idem esse) is now a posited
identity, and substance,essentiallystill defined in temrs of its ability to
exist kath'auto, or propter se, is a sefpositing. In other words, the
model of beingnessas substance,or as existing per se, is that of
subjectivityitself. But beyondthe sole positing of subjectivity,it is being
as such and as a whole that comes to be seen as self-positing,or as
reflexive. In other words,this positing of identity is not simply/o rmal; it
is not simply a logical principle, or even a transcendental
reality, but is
the positing of a content.As such, identity (or being) is identifiedrvith a
movementand,a process,and thus reconciledwith the rvorld of becoming
(to which, remember,it was opposedin classicalontology).This, at least,
is what emerges from the first few principles of Fichte's
Llissenschaftslehre,and from their interpretation in Schelling's early
essays.And this op-position,or this difference,which is at work tvithin
being and constitutesit in its positing, which transformsidentity from a
formal and empty principle into a concrete identity of content, is
preciselywhat elevatesbeing to the level of the absolute,or the infinite.
The metaphysicsof the absolute is onto-tauto-thetic.From a merely
posited and presupposedidentiry, beingnessis norv envisagedas an
identity that has becomewhat it is, or as a self-positingidentity in the
process of its own becoming.The scienceof being thus understoodcan
norv, in Hegel's own terms,assertitself as the scienceof "the identity of
identity and non-identity."rYet this is only going to be the caseto the
extentthat it enactsa transgression
in relation to the classicalconceptof
difference,only to the extent that, refusing to subordinatedifferenceto
the prior identityofa substance
or ofa genus,it takesit into the hitherto
forbidden tenitory of contradiction. Contrariety, not contradiction,
I G.W.F. Hegel, "Differenz des Fichteschenund SchellingschenSystemsder
Philosophie(1801),"JenaerSchriften(Frankfurtam Main: Suhrkamp,l936), p.
96. See alsoIngik, l,74/74: "The analysisof the beginningwould thus yield the
conceptof the unity ofbeing non-being- or, in a morereflectedforni, the unity of
differentiatedness
and non-differentiatedness,
or the identityof identityand nonidentity.This conceptcould be regardedas the first, purest,rhat is, rnostabstract
definitionof theabsolute."
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characterisedthe highest degree of difference for Aristotle and the
Aristotelian tradition. Contradiction was simply roo different, simply
otherwise than being. The principle of non-contradictionwas even the
cornerstoneof senseand logic. Now, though,contradictionis integrated
into the very movementof the real and the very constitutionof thought
(negativiry is the "soul of the content" and "absolutedifference").Now
the relevant point here is that with this absolutisationof substance
tluough its becomingsubjectcomesa new conceptionof the problematic
of grounding:by going 'under' (zu Grunde),the abstractdeterminations
ofthought revealtheir ground,which is not positedin advance,but is the
outcome of their inner contradictions.The processof "accounting for"
now becomesa dynarnic,and coincideswith the very dynamicof the real
itself. Ultimately, the real Grund (ground or reason)tums out to be the
concept.The standpointofground is itselfovercome,and not elevatedas
an unsurpassable
principle.
Now the move from ousiology to onto-heterologyas I understandit,
the move, that is, from a metaphysicsof beingnessgroundedin identiry
(and in identify as ground) to an ontology rooted in the concept of
difference has to do with the experienceof a collapsing (and not this
AuJhebung)of ground, with the fundamentalexperiencethat far from
securing a ground, philosophy is confronted with the abyss - the
rvithdrarvalor the eflondementof nature. Whether in itself or for us,
rvhethermathematically-genetically
or poematically-epiphanically,
being
no longer emergesas ground, as that in which beings find their ground,
bil as Abgrund, as that in rvhich they are ungrounded: at once brought
into actuality and rvrestedfrom actuality. Seyn is Ab-grund, as is the
virtual. This ungrounding is not synonymouswith a collapsing,with a
chaos in which all things are engulfed in a single, anonymous,
undifferentiatedmass.On the contrary:it is a "principle" (I use this rvord
in quotation marks, for obvious reasons) of sense, life and
differentiation;it organises,distributes,opensup and generates;it is the
transcendental
horizon of all processes,
yet one that is not locatedin any
being, not even the human being. In that sense,it is a ground.Yet to the
extent that it is pure differentiation,or transcendental
difference,it is a
forever shifting ground,an lb-grund. David has very clearly shown how
this can be seento be the casein certainnon-lineardynamic systems.In
cloir.rgso, he also signalled the intemal emancipationof physics itself
fiom the fiction of ground (one that operatedfor a very long time), and
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the mannerin which contemporarysciencecan serveas a "propedeutics"
to a differentialontology,to useMerleau-Ponty'sterm.
But to finish with this point, if I may myself formulatea concem,it is
that we quickly learnto seewhat's at stakein this problematicof the l&grund, and of greatersignificancestill, namely,the event.This is what I
was after, more than the abyss.The experienceof the abyss,which I
believeis absolutelycoextensive
with our time (our literallypost-modern
time), opens onto a rethinking of being as event, as opposedto essence
(and of coursecopulation):both truth and genesisillustratethe eventful
natureof being. Event meanscoming into being, presencing,and this
presencingis both geneticand epiphanic.To free thought from the quest
for grounds is to free it for the senseof being as event. And the event
brings us back to originary difference:Ereignis is Unter-schied,intersticialbeing,andthe Deleuzianeventis differenc/tiation.
2.
Truth and Genesis was published in the summer of 2004, but
completedsomeeighteenmonthseadier. Naturally, my own views about
the project - and the results it offers - have evolved over that period,
especiallyregardingthe natureof the relationbetweenthe last two parts
of the book, devoted to the concepts of "truth" (in connectionwith
Heidegger's Beitrrige) and "genesis" (in connection with Deleuze's
Dffirence and Repetition).I am thereforeespeciallygratefulto be given
the opportunityto expressmy views on this matter.Things appearto be
more complex than I initially thought. Let me begin by emphasisingthe
fact that both truth and genesissignal a questionor a problem, that of
being as coming-into-being,of being as presencing(as opposedto being
as presence),as reality sefaisant, as Bergsonwould say (as opposedto
reality as alreadymade). And both conceptsare attemptsto move away
from any conceptionof coming into being or presencingas production
and creation- fby that we understanda processthat takesus from forms
or essencesto matter and actualthings, from a first and highestprinciple
to individuals,which all presupposea kind of resemblance,
and a form of
incamation, between the cause and the effect. This, I believe, is how
philosophy renews itself as ontology: by occupying the space of the
difference between being and beings. That being said, as soon as one
beginsto talk of being in termsof cominginto presence,
a certainnotion
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of genesisis already in place. The task that I set for myself includes
necessarilya spatialityand a temporalitythat is active,I wouldn't exactly
say productive,but genetic,precisely:it's a processor an eventthat is at
issue here. So, the first misundertandingto dispel would be the one
according to which truth were static and genesisalone were genetic.
Everything that Heidegger,and a certain strand of phenomenology,has
to say regarding truth as unconcealment,especially in relation to the
work of the work of art, is said with a view to dispelling such a
misunderstanding.All of this is to say that, on one level, truth is as
genetic as genesis. So, when David Morris suggeststhat genesis is
perhaps an escape from oletheia. he is both right and wrong. He is
wrong, insofar as truth as Heidegger understandsit, and in a way that I
want to retain, already contains an elementof genesis,and is directed
towards the reality in excess of presence that is irnplicit in every
presencing.He is right, however, insofar as I am trying to move away
from fwo aspectsof Heidegger's thinking of difference as truth: that
accordingto which History is the manneror mode in which truth unfolds
(rve could call this the historicisationofdifference), and that accordingto
which language(a languagethat, at times, becomesso esotericthat it
runs the risk of leaving every readerto the side)becomesthe primary site
in which the truth of History itself can be revealed (as the withdrawal or
concealmentof concealmentitself, or as the essenceof truth). With
Merleau-Ponty,we could call this latter risk "gnosis". David Morris is
also correctto emphasisethe fact that, for me, the conceptof genesisis a
fruitful way of extending the reach of ontology beyond the confines of
the epiphanic-poematic,and especiallyof rethinking physical, material
coming-into-beingaway from essentialism(a metaphysicaltendencythat
governedsciencefor a long time, and is still in place in someareas).The
pages he devotes to the analysis of soap bubbles and crystals is a
remarkableand welcome addition to what I wrote - and one that is in
many ways clearer.Now, one might wonder, why does "truth" not find
itself on the side of science?Simply becausethe mannerin which science
- and the philosophicaldiscoursethat accompaniesit - concernsitself
with truth does not concernme: it is an epistemologicalconcept,not an
ontological one. But this does not mean that ontology can have nothing
to do rvith science:it has everythingto do with it, but from the point of
vierv of genesis. That being said, there would be some naivet6 in
believing that there is no suchthing as a history of truth, and that modern
scienceitself is not caught up in that history: that truth has becomean
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epistemicconcept should not eliminate the fact that it once was - and
still has the potential to become - an ontological and onto-poetic
determination.But to recognisethis doesnot amountto recognising- as
Heideggerdoes- that the history of truth is itself destinal,and that the
birth of modern scienceconstitutesa further stage in the concealingof
the essenceof truth as un-concealment.Similarly, and symmetrically,it
could be arguedthat "genesis" is itselfa mode ofdisclosedness,a certain
way in which natureitself manifestsitself: genesisis a mode of truth, as
truth is a mode of genesis.
Having said that, I am able to addressfurther David Monis' concems
in the following way: why double the truth/genesisdichotomy with that
of the for-us and the in-itself? As a preliminarycaution,let me stressthat
this conceptualityis in no lvay to be understoodin a Sartreanway : it is
absolutely not the case that being is on the side of matter, inert
objectiviry, and nothingness on the side of a free subjectivity.
Differential ontology bypasses the subject-object and the beingnothingnessdualismcompletely.Being is on both sidesof the divide, as
is this being that we are (and which we cannotcall a subject).So why use
this conceptuality?Becausein truth, or on the onto-epiphanicplane,this
being that we are is called upon in a mannerthat is different fiom the
mannerin which it is implicated in genesis.It is called upon as a site of
truth, in which perception,language,emotionsand affectivity play a key
role.
I am now - finally - in a position to addresswhat is perhapsthe most
important question and concem coming out of David Morris' review,
namely, how do truth and genesissit together,and on what "grounds"
can they be broughttogether(grantedthat this cannot be a ground in any
classical,straightforwardsense)?David Morris suggeststwo ingenious
and thought provoking answers,both motivated,it seemsto me, by the
fact that thereneedsto be a conceDtunder which to think both truth and
genesis.
Let me begin by making clear that the "and" in the title of the book
does not refer to a hidden, common ground,to a third term under which
the first two could be subsumed,one that would remain implicit and that
I could and should,one day, make explicit (this is somethingthat David
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Morris recognisescompletely, as his suggestion that we think this
relation in chiasmicterms indicates).The conjunctionrefers to the only
legitirnateconjunction acknowledgedin the book, namely, difference.
"Truth" and "genesis"communicatethroughdifferencealone.Difference
is what they have in common. How could it be otherwise?Any talk of a
ground rvould bring us back into the sorl of problemsI'm trying to avoid.
The only ground is Ab-grund, and that's dif-ference.That being said,it's
possiblethat there'ssomethingmore to be thought in this conjunction,
that is, in the relation between truth and genesis (something like a
relation, precisely).Yet if it turned out to be somethingother than
differential relationalify, well, the entire enterprisewould need to be
revised.What I beganby saying regardingthe evolution of my viervson
the mattermight be compatiblewith a solutionof the "chiasmic"type
that David Morris suggests:there is perhapsindeed somethinglike an
interlacingor a reciprocalfolding of truth and genesis,but one that I am
not willing - at this stage- to identiff with the structureof the visible
and the invisible Merleau-Ponfyarticulates,for reasonsthat would be too
long to develophere.I am also awareof the programmaticnatureof what
I am proposinghere,that is, ofthe fact that I have not sufficiently argued
for the need to adopt such a double ontology. Suffice it to say that the
"and" of the title signalsa relation of complementarity,not intemrption,
between the matheme and the poem - a relation, I believe, that
philosophyalone is able to recogniseand carry out. The mathemeand the
poem are both originary modes of disclosedness.
They sit side by side.
"Difference" is what allows them to sit side by side, what they have in
common.
The one concept I would feel comfortable advancing at this point
would be that of Nature.But I realisethis would amountto side stepping
the issue. Still, as difference, I would argue that Nature has always and
already begun to differentiate itself, beyond any recuperableidentity,
betweenthe mathematical-physical
and the poematic-aletheic(not to say
spiritual). The task of the artist, Proust argues,is to extract the poetic
laws of nature, which evolve on a plane quite different from that of
nature in a physicalsense.The differencebetweenthe two extractionsis
that one amountsto a creation,or perhapsa recreation.Ifphilosophy is,
as Deleuzeargues,the creationof concepts,than it is perhapsmore akin
to art than to science. There is perhaps,then, underlying Truth and
Genesis,an ambition not unlike the one that nourishedthe great systems
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of Germanidealism,and of Hegel in particular.It is an ambition that I
am happyto embrace,without adoptingthe Hegelianmannerin rvhich it
is takenup (for reasonsthat are madeexplicit in the first part of the book,
and which I summariseda shortwhile ago).
On the question of Deleuze's (and to a certain extent Heidegger's)
relation to German idealism, and to the thematic of imagination in
particular, let me say the following. Whilst understandingDavid's
reasonsfor putting forward the conceptof imaginationas one that could
contain the operationsof truth and genesis,and hailing it as ingenious
and potentiallyvery fruitful, let me stressthat, with respectto Deleuze,it
is perhapsthe thematic of expressionthat needsto be emphasised,over
and above that of imagination (and this despite his interest in that
concept).This is the thematicthat we find developedin Spinozaand the
Problem of Expression.The logic of the Spinozistic substanceis, for
Deleuze,a logic of expression,not reflection (and his logic of senseis
also a logic of expression,not reflection).This means:it's preciselynot a
substancethat is turning itself into a subject;there's no movementback
into the substance, which is pure, immediate expression through
differentiation.The problematicof expressionis such as to overcomeor
sidestepthe problem of German idealism, namely, how to reconcile
subjectand object (and the thematicof imaginationmakes sensein that
context).I really don't see how, to repeatDavid's words, "for better or
for worse," Deleuze "repeats the tradition of German idealism" by
"repeatingthe problem of finding the intellectualintuition that would put
subjectand object in one plane." Deleuze'sproblem, it seemsto me, is
different, and amountsto asking how a single plane can be extracted
from all beings, a plane that preciselycannot be found in a privileged
being,whether it be a transcendentGod, a consciousness,
a life-world, a
lived body, or the existentbeing.As for the questionof imagination,I am
perfectlywilling to acceptthat it can be taken beyondthe confinesofthe
subject-objectdualism, and articulated anew so as to encompassa
different senseof being, as spacing,and temporalising.And I am also
perfectly willing to accept - how could I not? - that it has roots in
Germanidealism.But my reservationis that it would signal only one of
the two sidesof natureI am eagerto pursue.So, if we begin to speakof
imagination in terms of structure,and not faculty, yes. Does this mean
that Deleuze thinks completely outsidethe frame of German idealism?
Not at all. He does,after all, think of Ideasin the Kantian sense,that is,
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as the site where problemsare generated.Yet they are not generatedby
the porver of human reason. They are empirical, real problems, or
problems that can be identified on the basis of their real or empirical
solutions.So, Deleuze'squestiondoesnot concemthe a priori powers of
legislationof humanreason,nor the conditionsof humanexperience.Yet
we could think of his concem as one of schematism,of the natureof the
relation betweenconceptsand things, and even betweennoumenaand
phenomena.In fact, his question in Difference and Repetition is very
much that of the nature of the relation betweenthought and sensibilify,
between conceptsor ideas and the objects of experience.It's in the
answer to that question that Deleuze is no longer Kantian, and that
imagination is not retained as a mediating, intermediarypower (this
meansthat, for him, the nature of the relation is not one of mediation,
whetherin the Kantian or Hegeliansense;in place of the imagination,he
thinks the unify of spaceand time, as powers of virtual differentiations
and actualisations,as essentiallyproductive). Why? Becauseconcepts
are, for him, virtual multiplicities, and virtual multiplicities designate
things not in their form, whether actual or possible,but in their being.
Conceptsdesignatenotjust possibilities,and thus not the form ofa thing,
but virtualities,and by that we need to understandthe real tendenciesor
individuating factorsof the actualthing, expressedand envelopedin the
thing, but in no rvay resemblingthe thing. In that respect,the senseof the
transcendentalhas shifted drarnatically,frorn designatingthe conditions
of possibility of actual experience,to designatingthe real, albeit nonactual conditions of existenceof actual processes.This non-Kantian
senseof the transccndentalis itself actually born from within 'German
Idealism', and can be attributed to Salomon Mai'mon's Versuch iiber
Transzendentalphilosophie.
Maimon is the first post-Kantian to have
advocatedthe needfor a geneticpoint ofview in placeofconditioning as
a solution to the Kantian aporia regarding the question of mediation
between intuition and concept, or between the particular and the
universal. Having recognised the two realities as absolutely
heterogeneous,
an abyss betweenthe particularand the universal is
created, one that the transcendentaldeduction cannot bridge. The
Kantian schemarefers to a purely external concept of difference,and
thus to a purely externalharmonybetweenthe faculties.Differencedoes
not quite unite (in separating)the two; it is rnerelya tenn "between" the
detenninableintuition and the determiningconcept.It doesnot generate
them so much as relate them to one another. Mai'mon's contribution.
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accordingto Deleuze,is to have forced the two terms of the differential
relation into a reciprocal determination,and thus to have understood
differenceproductively. Whilst Mai'mon's specific solution can be seen
as announcingsome of the moves within Germanidealism(specifically,
the ontological interpretation of the question of schematism,which
David Morris emphasises),
it also accountsfor the way in which Deleuze
embracesthe conceptof genesiswithout retainingthe logic of mediation
(and of dialecticalmediationin particular).In that respect,I am not sure
what we would gain by translating the concept and problematic of
genesisback into the vocabulary of imagination,when the former was
preciselyborn of a need to move beyond the latter. But it doesn't mean
imaginationitself could not be thoughtdifferently: a. not as a faculry,but
as an ontologicalstructure;b. not merely schematically,but productively
or genetically(and so 'productive' in a sensedifferent from that ofKant).
And yes, on those conditions, I would see how imagination corrld
become a name for the coming into being of poetic as well as
mathematicalnature.But it amountsto such a bending and distortingof
the roots of imaginationthat I am not sureit would not bring aboutmore
confusion than if we were to retain the concept of nature with which I
besan.
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